The Atlanta Bitcoin Conference 2022
Builder Day October 12
Workshops October 13
Conference October 14 - 15

TABConf is The Atlanta Bitcoin
Conference — an event for building
communities, providing education,
and supporting developers. We like
to think of this as the most inclusive,
organic, grassroots event possible
for Bitcoin.

Why attend TABConf 2022?

Great Speakers

Talks and panels with
some of the brightest
minds in Bitcoin.

BitDevs Village

This village is geared towards
those interested in discussing
and participating in the
research and development of
Bitcoin and related protocols.
A collaboration between 4
BitDevs communities: Austin,
Miami, NYC, and Raleigh!

Capture the Bitcoin

This conference-wide
scavenger hunt will test
your knowledge of Bitcoin
as you compete to be the
first to steal real Bitcoin!

NextGen Village

NextGen Village is a fun
interactive space for all ages!
Come and go any time, play
games, make art, and meet
other Bitcoiner families. It
takes a village to raise the
next generation of sovereign
individuals!

Workshops

Hands-on workshops that
will teach you how to
develop with the latest
Bitcoin libraries and apps.

PlebDev Village

PlebDev Village is a place
for misfit hacker types, the
wizards on the spectrum, the
everyday builders! PlebDev
Village is a celebration of
the limitless potential still
untapped in Bitcoin and
Lightning. Brought to you by
PlebLab and Base58.

Builder Day

Meet the people who build
your favorite open-source
Bitcoin projects, and learn
how to become a FOSS
contributor yourself.

Gaming Village

Enter a next-generation
arcade with a mix of mobile
and PC gaming, all powered
by Bitcoin. Experience
Bitcoin gaming first hand,
then stick around to discuss
the implications of Bitcoin
Lightning tech on the gaming
industry and the virtual
economies of the future!

Bitcoin development has never been more important
and careers in this space have never been more sought
after as they have been in 2022.
Open source projects and new Bitcoin companies
are being created faster than ever before. As our
community continues to build, we need to be prepared.
So we’re creating just that opportunity.
TABConf is the place for anyone to learn, grow, and
build on Bitcoin. This year’s speakers represent the best
in core development, lightning, privacy, and beyond.

Speakers

Adam Jonas

Head of Special Projects
Chaincode Labs

Lisa Neigut

Matt Hill

Murch

Lightning Protocol Engineer
Blockstream

Bitcoin Core Contributor
Chaincode

Desiree Dickerson

Ruben Somsen

CEO
THNDR

Ghost of Rockstar

CEO
Start9

Bitcoin Core Contributor / LDK
Spiral

Justine Harper

Ben Carman

VP, Business Development
Unchained Capital

Spacechains Dev
Spiral + Superlunar Grantee

Matt Corallo

Core Contributor, BTCPay Server
VP of Engineering @ Strike

André Neves

Co-founder & CTO
ZEBEDEE

Developer
The Bitcoin Company

Zack Shapiro

Attorney, Investor, Advisor
Bitcoin Policy Inst. & Pleb Lab

...and many more that, quite
frankly, won’t fit on this page.

Brink exists to strengthen the Bitcoin protocol
and network through fundamental research and
development, and to support the Bitcoin developer
community through funding, education, and mentoring.
TABConf 2022 will be donating a percentage of ticket
sales and activities throughout the event to continue
the efforts of Brink in mentoring new open source
contributors to Bitcoin development. Learn more about
Brink at brink.dev.

Sponsors

